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'Ello Love!
Having just returned from the U.K. to kick off "The Art of Bart," Nancy was
greeted by nearly 2,000 adoring fans at The Animation Art Gallery in
London. Respected owners, Russell Singler and Graham Parker were
overjoyed with the response. The exhibition presented over 100 original cels
used in the production of The Simpsons and due to the overwhelming
response, the entire stock was SOLD OUT! After personally sitting with and
greeting every single person that waited up to 3 hours in line, Nancy
commented,
"________________________________________________."
(Apparently she had lost her voice.)

A PRODUCTION ODYSSEY!
What a year... tons of
production! Happy House
is in full swing with all
kinds of projects from
animation to live-action
films. The company's slate
broadens weekly, ranging
from dramatic comedies to
mystery thrillers.
Having worked in the
animation business for
nearly 20 years, it truly
gives me satisfaction to be
moving into animation
development. We have
contemporary concepts
with "bite" to entertainment
for kids focusing on
education. Soon, we will
be producing our own
Prime-Time animated
series. Very exciting stuff!
The Simpson's has
kicked off it's 11th season
and I am also co-starring
in a new animated show
God, the Devil and Bob.
You can also catch me on
Pinky and the Brain and
Elmyra and the upcoming
Mike, Lu and Og. Wow, it
has been an extremely
productive year and this is
only June!
For the nonce,
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Top, L to R: David Royal, Don "Barn" Hobdy, Murphy, Peter
Kjenaas
Bottom, L to R: Me, Rana Joy Glickman, Angela Swindell

GOD, THE DEVIL AND BOB... AND
NANCY!
Nancy is now in production on her most
recent animated series God, the Devil and
Bob. In this new half-hour Prime-Time
Carsey-Werner production, Nancy is the voice
of 13-year-old Megan Alman. In this modern
day Job story, God and the Devil wager on
Bob Alman, an average guy.
Working with Nancy are James Garner as
God, Alan Cumming as the Devil, French
Stewart as Bob, Laurie Metcalf as Donna
Alman and Kath Soucie as Megan's brother,
Andy. The show will air on NBC. Stay tuned!

"GATHERING THE JONESES" GATHER NO MOSS
Many of you have heard of our efforts to bring
"Gathering the Jonese" to the screen. We are pleased
to announce the attachment of indie award winning
producer, Rana Joy Glickman. Rana brings to the
project a wealth of experience and knowledge. We are
also pleased to report that we have "gathered" a
director, Jim Dodson. Jim is a veteran director of
independent film and has worked extensively with
Rana in the past. Now we have the perfect team to
bring the Jonese to life on the silver screen!

Happy House is launching its animation division. Nancy's position as an icon of Voice-Over
provides a strong entre into producing in the world of the "unreal." "We're looking at
Prime-Time as well as stuff for kids," says Nancy. The kid stuff will have an educational
component but the Prime-Time will be pure entertainment. "You can do a lot with the
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medium that is impossible to do with live-action. Many of the friends I've made in animation
are very excited to see me get into producing."

Contest! Fun! Prizes!
What do you think Bart is saying?! The person with the catchiest phrase
will win something Totally Cool from a spiky-haired, yellow-skinned
10-year old! Just send your answer along with your name and address to:
Bart Contest
c/o Nancy Cartwright
PMB 572
9420 Reseda Blvd.
Northridge, CA 91324
Look here for the winning caption in the next NANCY NEWS!

FYI...
About 10 years ago, mutual friend, Dave Tourje,
introduced Nancy to Murphy. Two days later, Nancy
and Murphy were living together and two months
later, they were married. As a wedding gift, Dave
presented his friends with a piece of a artwork
entitled, "The Happy House." It was this same artwork
that has become the official Happy House logo.
Thanks, Dave!

"What lies behind us and what lies
before us are tiny matters,
compared to what lies within us."
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson

Back to The Nancy Show
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